Today’s conference delegates are busy people. Most, too, are likely to have succumbed to the electronically-mediated pandemic of ADHD. With this in mind we can now offer instant, bespoke platters of PsychoTapas. Each tapas is freshly prepared and ingested like a cartoon: a quick, simple configuration of complexity.

Stressed? In a hurry? Too much documentation? Too many indeterminates? Try PsychoTapas! You’ll be pleased you’re a Psycho!

- Healthcare is a humanity guided by science
- Zen, carburettors and holistic healthcare
- Schematics and holism are countervailant
- Idiomorphism, the Lost Continent
- Attachment, containment and affection: the Doomed Trio of modern healthcare
- I’ve got a word: it must be real
- I’ve got a number, it must be a fact
- Colour charts and natural colours
- Restricted language: impoverished thinking
- Conduction = Treatment
  Induction = Therapy
- Four Existential Anxieties
- Diagnosis is packaging;
  psychodiagnosis is politics
- We are all Zoo Keepers
- Never invade Russia!
- Structure and flexibility: chassis and tyres
- If you want good personal healthcare, see a Vet
- In difficult encounters, think about sex
- Algorithms and Cerebral Atrophy
- Psychology: psience and epiphenomena
- Closet Psychoanarchist? How to come out
- Cluster, convention and code: Medicine’s presumptuous triad
- This is that as well as this: holism and semiotics

- Everything starts as mystique and ends as politics

Plus: Tapas of the day and Conference Specials or … just ask!
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PsychoTapas

David Zigmond